
CosaTron Operation & Maintenance Basics

GRID INSPECTION & CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1: OVERALL:  Visually inspect the grids, cables, support track, and 
interconnecting bars and jumper cables if  applicable.   Look  closely  for  any  
physical damage  to any of the cables and terminations,  as well as excessive dirt, or 
any moisture or signs of moisture on the grids,  insulators and track assembly. 

STEP 2:  PLENUM:   Visually inspect the grid area for any loose items or 
impediments.  Inspect for any items which may have been added to the plenum 
section which could  cause  a short  to ground  i.e. Pitot  tubes, control wiring, or 
other sensing devices. The shielded low voltage output cable from the CosaTron 
divider circuit must also be at least 3”  from the HV grid.   There  must be a 
minimum of 3” clearance between the HV grid and any other object including filter 
media.  There must also be a 3/4”  clearance between  the  HF grid  and  any object.   
 
NOTE:  The HV grid should be a minimum of 3” from grounded metal (3 1/4’  
nominal).  The CosaTron System must be surrounded by grounded metal.

BECAUSE CLEAN AIR MATTERS
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STEP 3: HV / HF WIRING & VERTICAL JUMPER CABLES:   
Visually  inspect the input wiring (from the Power  Generator to  the first grid set) 
and jumper cables for obvious nicks and cuts.  Look closely for burns or signs 
of arcing; this is an indication 
of a damaged wire surface. The 
cables should not be routed 
unprotected near sharp metal 
edges that will cause insulation 
wear.  Replace the cable kit 
if there is any damage to the 
cables.  

NOTE: Older systems had excess 
wiring from the cable kit coiled 
in the plenum. The excess wire 
should be trimmed to the required  
length, including  a service  loop, 
and new ring connectors with 
a protective shrink wrap cover 
installed.

The HV/HF cables and ground 
wires should be attached to 
the plenum wall so they are 
unaffected  by the airflow 
patterns within  the plenum.   
Constant  movement  of the 
cables may lead to fatigue and 
abrasion of the cable insulation  
or ring terminals.    

WARNING: Under no circumstances should the cable kit or jumper cables be 
spliced!  Replace the  jumper  cables  if there  is  any damage. 
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STEP 4: FRAMING  AND INSULATORS:
Excessive dirt or any moisture on the insulators will cause the voltage on the grids 
to bleed to ground or from one circuit to another (i.e. HV screen to HF screen).   
 
If the insulators or support 
track appear dirty, they 
should be wiped with a dry 
rag.  If necessary, dampen 
the rag with a solvent 
such as denatured alcohol 
and wipe clean . The 3” 
insulators  separating  the 
HV grid  from the HF grid 
and the  1” insulators on 
the framing assembly 
should   be  white. 
 
NOTE:   The  green  ground  
wire connected to the 
framing should be at least 
3” from the HV grid.

STEP 5: GRIDS AND INTERCONNECTING BARS:  
The grids and interconnecting bars should be cleaned periodically using a dry 
rag or brush (hint: the brush can be attached to a broom handle for those hard-
to  reach grids).  The grids 
can be easily removed 
and pressure washed if 
excessive contaminant 
build-up is visible, such 
as in a heavy smoking 
environment.   A light 
layer of deposition 
does not affect the 
performance of the 
CosaTron System, but 
the 3” insulators must 
be kept relatively clean 
as per the previous 
instructions. 

The bolts that secure the interconnecting bars and jumper cables should be tight.
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For more information 
www.cosatron.com/start-up/
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